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H.261 H.262 H.263 H.264
Standardization 1989 1994 1998 2003
Year
Picture Type P I/P/B I/P/B I/P/B
Interlace - Frame/Field Frame Frame/Field
Macroblock Size 16x16 16x16 16x16 16x16?4x4
MC Accuracy 1 0.5 0.5 0.25
Orthogonal 8x8 DCT 8x8 DCT 8x8 DCT 4x4/8x8
Transform Integer Transform
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???????? pmv??????? Search Center??????????? Search Range
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15 9 11 13 16
17 3 1 4 18
19 5 0 6 20
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23 10 12 14 24
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0 1 0 1
0 1 1 2
0 0 1 0 0 3
0 0 1 0 1 4
0 0 1 1 0 5
0 0 1 1 1 6
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 8













+2 3 -4 +8 -3
+11 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0
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? 2.10: ????????????????DCT?????
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C A B A C
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b = min(255,max(0, (E − 5F + 20G+ 20H − 5I + J)÷ 32)) (3.2)
???????????????????????????????????{1/32,-5/32,20/32,-
5/32,1/32}????????????????????????????????????
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t = (M + u)÷ 2 (3.3)
????????????????????????????????? 2-tap??????





















































































































H.2 6 4 /A V C の補 間







































































































































































































































????????? 2 1 0
Container Paris Mobile
(QCIF:300????) (CIF:300????) (CIF:300????)







QPI = QPP = 28;QPB = 30
QPI = QPP = 32;QPB = 34
QPI = QPP = 36;QPB = 38
















































































































































































































































































































































































































? 5???????????4??????????Reference Software JM?Verilog-HDL
??????????JM???6-tap Wiener?????????????????????
???? PSNR-Y????????????????????????????????
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